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  MINORCHINO 42 
 
 
Completed by Sasga Yachts in Menorca, the new MINORCHINO 42 (LOA: 13.50m) is 
our own modern interpretation of a hull form originally used centuries ago by Spanish 
and Balearic fishermen. These were small, multi-chine rowing boats, referred to locally 
as ‘Llaüts’, renowned for plenty of internal volume combined with good sea-keeping 
characteristics, many of which are still used today. 
 
Retaining the basic characteristics of the original design - a plumb bow with high 
freeboard, combined with rounded stern sections and beam width proportions carried 
almost the entire length of the hull - we have evolved and refined the original concept, 
with special attention paid to efficiency in all areas; including good fuel economy and 
low noise and vibration. 
 
In essence, we have turned this traditional design into a comfortable, efficient and 
practical option for today’s leisure users. 
 
Built from sandwich composites, the MINORCHINO 42 has a generous aft-deck area 
with ample space for outside dining and enjoying the weather. Similarly, the foredeck 
space includes a raised sunbathing area and the entire boat can be accessed via ‘walk-
around’ side decks with traditional handrails for extra protection. A large swim-platform 
enables easy access for swimming and diving. 
 
Looking around the boat, subtle influences, such as a traditional wooden stem post, 
wooden navigation mast and traditional anchor roller at the bow, serve as pleasant 
reminders that this design has its roots set in the past. 
 
Internally, the main living area is a spacious saloon dominated by tall windows giving 
superb visibility and plenty of natural light. Simple, unadorned seat and cushion fabrics 
keep the mood calm and relaxing. 
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There is an internal steering position to starboard and four shallow steps lead down to 
the owner’s deck, housing a U-shaped galley with everything provided for an extended 
period onboard. Accommodation is taken care of via a large owner’s room in the bow 
and a twin-berth cabin to starboard. Thoughtfully designed and fitted out to an 
extremely high standard, each room has its own washroom with separate shower 
combined. 
 
Propulsion via twin 260hp or 315hp engines offer cruising speeds up to a maximum of 
20-24 knots and range in the area of 500+ miles at 12 knots and 300+ miles at 15 
knots. 
 
Handling and ride assistance in the form of thrusters and gyro-stabilisers can be 
specified as optional extras. 
 
 

Minorchino 42 
 

Eslora Total / Overall Lenght  13.50 m 

Eslora de Casco / Hull Length  11.95 m 

Manga / Beam  4.00 m 

Calado / Draught  0,60 m 

Calado Hélices / Draft at Prop & Keel 1.20 m 

Desplazamiento / Displacement  10.20 Tm 

Motorización / Main Engine  2 x 190 Hp / 2 x 315 Hp 

Interiorista  /  Interior Design Barracuda Yacht Design 

Ingeniería Naval / Naval Architecture Barracuda Yacht Design 
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